The Black-Eyed Blond
A Philip Marlowe Novel, by Benjamin Black

“In well-written noir, each sentence feels like a story unto itself and strung together those sentences form a book that feels somehow ‘more’ than any other out there. The Black-Eyed Blond is such a book. Black manages to mimic the style of one of the best-known authors of the 20th century while still keeping a distinct voice. Raymond Chandler fans will be happy to see Phillip Marlowe back roaming the mean streets of L.A. There’s a sultry femme fatale, a sinister philanthropist, and plenty of punches thrown, pistols whipped, and suits ruined.”

—Lauren Peugh, Changing Hands Bookstore, Tempe, AZ

The Enchanted
A Novel, by Rene Denfeld

“A death row inmate, a fallen priest, and the Lady. These nameless characters are central to this dark, enthralling, magical story. Locked in a dungeon cell, the inmate deals with his incarceration by transforming the prison into a wondrous place. The rumblings of the earth become golden horses running below his cell, molten lava flowing from their manes. The Lady works to have the sentences of the condemned commuted to life in prison while the priest is fallen, lost, and desperately in love with her. These characters live and work in a truly enchanted place, and I was sorry to leave them behind when the book was finished.”

—Jessie Martin, Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI

The Cairo Affair
by Olen Steinhauer

“Steinhauer’s latest page-turner is set in Egypt during the initial Libyan uprising. Layers of deceit, betrayal, and duplicity permeate this story of an alleged American plan to steal the revolution from the hands of the Libyan people. The CIA in Cairo is turning Egyptian secret service members; the Egyptians spy on the other services and have sources in many foreign embassies; and there is a leak of the Libyan plan that points to an American diplomat who is murdered. Plenty of intrigue, unreliable sources, shifting allegiances, and philosophy—Steinhauer manages it all superbly.”

—Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

The Enchanted
A Novel, by Rene Denfeld

“A death row inmate, a fallen priest, and the Lady. These nameless characters are central to this dark, enthralling, magical story. Locked in a dungeon cell, the inmate deals with his incarceration by transforming the prison into a wondrous place. The rumblings of the earth become golden horses running below his cell, molten lava flowing from their manes. The Lady works to have the sentences of the condemned commuted to life in prison while the priest is fallen, lost, and desperately in love with her. These characters live and work in a truly enchanted place, and I was sorry to leave them behind when the book was finished.”

—Jessie Martin, Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI
Frog Music
A Novel, by Emma Donoghue

“Donoghue writes my favorite historical fiction. She has a knack for that great alchemy of turning research—letters, family trees, and newspaper articles buried in archives—into fiction that lives and breathes on the page. Frog Music, a vivid, atmospheric crime novel, brings to life the roiling streets of San Francisco just after the Gold Rush. The story of Blanche and her murdered friend, Jenny, which is based on true events, has a frantic pulse that makes it hard to put down.”

—Kat Bailey, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG

NOW IN PAPERBACK MARCH ’15

The Good Girl
A Novel, by Mary Kubica

“Independent and headstrong, Mia Dennett moves to the beat of her own drum. She has proudly distanced herself from her prominent, wealthy, and uptight Chicago family to teach art at an inner city high school. But, when she is abducted and held captive in a remote cabin in rural Minnesota, she wonders if her estranged family is looking for her or even knows she is missing. With Minnesota’s harsh winter bearing down, Mia and Colin, captive and captor, must forge a peace or succumb to the elements. As Colin’s motives become clear, an emotional entanglement ensues that is provocative, thrilling, and absolutely page-turning!”

—Melanie Green, Bluebird Books, Hutchinson, KS

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG

NOW IN PAPERBACK MARCH ’15

The Intern’s Handbook
A John Lago Thriller, by Shane Kuhn

“Fans of Max Barry and Christopher Moore will love this brilliant satirical suspense. Told as though it were an actual handbook for would be assassins The Intern’s Handbook follows the last mission of uber-assassin John Lago as he lays out the laws of the land (and his corrupt agency HR, Inc.) for interning. Granted in this world interns are assassins—the perfect killers really, because who pays attention to the intern—no one.”

—Heather Christman Johnston, Warwick’s La Jolla, CA

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG

NOW IN PAPERBACK MARCH ’15

Murder at Cape Three Points
An Inspector Darko Dawson Mystery, by Kwei Quartey

“Two bodies appear drifting in a canoe at the Cape Three Points oil drilling rig. They turn out to be Charles and Fiona Smith-Aidoos, prominent members of the local community. Charles works for Malgum Oil, the company that owns the rig. The local police investigate, but nothing comes of it. Sapphire, the Smith-Aidoos’ niece, requests the help of the Ghanaian federal police, and Inspector Darko Dawson of the Accra police is assigned. Quartey portrays the country of Ghana with all its charms and quirks, a culture that stands at the brink of the modern world, yet has not lost its tribal traditions. The result is a thoroughly fascinating book.”

—Janice Hunsche, Kaleidosaurus Books, Metamora, IN

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG

NOW IN PAPERBACK MARCH ’15
The Serpent of Venice
A Novel, by Christopher Moore

"Moore has always been a fantastic comic writer, with a fierce intelligence behind his relentlessly entertaining books, and The Serpent of Venice is his most delightful book yet. This novel continues the adventures of Pocket, the titular jester of Fool, as he befriends Shylock's daughter, tries to straighten things out for Othello and Desdemona, and gets mixed up in Venetian politics, some of which bear a disturbing similarity to current events. And did I mention the sea serpent? Hilarious, thought-provoking, and thoroughly enjoyable!"
—Carol Schneck Varner, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG

The Sun and Other Stars
A Novel, by Brigid Pasulka

"This is a wondrous novel that radiates with poignant, witty insights on love, loss, loyalty, and sacrifice. Pasulka’s sharp, engaging prose transports readers to a seaside Italian village and immerses them in community gossip, family dramas, and personal discoveries spurred by an obsession with soccer. It is a delightfully consuming story that will leave readers satiated and smiling."
—Anderson McKean, Page & Palette, Fair Hope, AL

Find out more about this book and others at WWW.INDIEBOUND.ORG